Queering Campus History:
The LGBTQ+ History of UNC Greensboro

Spend an hour with Stacey Krim, University Archivist at UNC Greensboro, as she takes you through the rich queer history of our campus and community.

Access the video presentation here:
Queering Campus History: The LGBTQ+ History of UNC Greensboro

Questions for Reflection

1. What surprised you most about UNCG's queer history?
2. What was your reaction to this idea of "The Crush"?
3. Do you think UNCG's history would have unfolded differently for LGBTQ+ students had we not begun as a women's institution? Why or why not?
4. How did you feel hearing about the death of Kenneth Crump in 1982? Do you think this tragedy highlighted services or resources UNCG was missing?
5. Where do you see UNCG's queer history going in the next 10 years? 50?